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 Design brief

 Real life problem solving

 Integration of subject areas

 Hands-on inquiry

 Trial and error

 More than one right answer

 Design and re-design

 Teacher as facilitator
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Research at Purdue has shown that students 
taught through a hands‐on STEM approach had 
higher scores and amuch higher degree of 
improvement than the traditionally taught 
students on both true/false and open‐ended 
questions on the content taught.



The STEM approach 
helps to close the 
achievement gap. 
Students collaborate 
and work together to 
solve problems based 
on shared experiences. 





IT’S TIME FOR A GAME OF…

Where in the 
Taxonomy is stem!

• Go to m.socrative.com
• Enter room:  AccomplishedSTEM



The Design Brief
Setting the background, criteria, design challenge, materials, and tools

Name:_________________________________ Date:____________

Rocket Launcher Design Brief
5th grade

Background Statement:
We have been learning about and measuring right, acute, obtuse, and straight angles. Currently, Syria is 
experiencing a civil war. Many Syrians are without fresh food and medicine.

Design Challenge:
You are an agent of the Red Cross. You are to design and build a model rocket that will allow you to get 
supplies over the Syrian border to the citizens in Aleppo, where the worst fighting is located.  Using the straw 
rocket launcher as a scale model, work together to discover  the best angle for the rocket launcher and the 
optimal force you should apply in order to have an accurate launch.

Criteria: 
1. You must be safe and respectful at all times
2. You must work in groups of 2-3 classmates
3. You must record the following measurements.



What is the Problem?



Brainstorm a Design



Build
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Reflection



Authentic Assessment

http://youtu.be/qF67Ai7Juug



Questioning Strategies
What did you mean by…

Can you tell me more about…
Can you explain…

What is better about…
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Your turn!

Bloom’s Revised Taxonomy Reference Tool
● Moving parts to isolate or highlight specific levels of 

Bloom’s taxonomy 
● Descriptors, verbs, questions to guide lesson planning 

and instruction
● Go through the design process (design, build, test, 

redesign, reflect)



Share and Reflect



TWEET A PHOTO OF YOUR FINAL PROJECT

@mrskdempsey
@lganley

#LCPS15     #VCEC15

Want us to come to your school?
AccomplishedSTEM@gmail.com


